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Judicial Performance

“Judges and Justices are servants of the law, 
not the other way around.  Judges are like 

umpires. Umpires don’t make the rules, they 
apply them. The role of an umpire and a judge 
is critical.  They make sure everybody plays by 
the rules, but it is a limited role.  Nobody ever 

went to a ball game to see the umpire.”

Chief Justice John Roberts, 
Confirmation Hearing



Curating the Judicial Persona

Robert A. Ferguson describes four main features of 
the judicial opinion, that "convey the tonal, 
methodological, and rhetorical life of this 
kind of writing" (204)

1. Monologic Voice 
2. Interrogative Mode
3. Declarative Tone
4. Rhetoric of Inevitability
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The Monologic Voice: “A Judicial Self-Fashioning”
Definition: The monologic voice is how a Justice centers themself/the Court 
in the text of an opinion to emphasize their virtue, legitimacy, and capability. 

“Reflection has convinced me that as a judge I have no loftier duty or 
responsibility than to uphold...spiritual freedom to its farthest reaches”

Justice Murphy, West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette (1943)

A complimentary theory: Catherine Langford’s individualistic tone

“My views on this matter are unchanged from those I set forth in my separate 
opinions in Webster”

Justice Scalia, Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1943)



Identifying the Monologic Voice

Question: When and how do the Justices use the monologic voice?  

Corpus of modern (1946-2020) Supreme Court opinions 

16385 opinions; 8949 cases

5982 sentences labeled

Train a machine 
classifier based on 
hand labeled data

Label sentences as 
the monologic voice

Identify and 
compare instances 

of the monologic 
voice



Individual

The Monologic Voice Label

An explicit centering of the Court or Justice

“It can never be emphasized 
too much that one's own 

opinion about the wisdom or 
evil of a law should be 

excluded altogether when one 
is doing one's duty on the 

bench.”

Justice Frankfurter, 
Dissenting, 

West Virginia v. Barnett

“Our task, of course, is to resolve 
the issue by constitutional 

measurement, free of emotion and 
of predilection.”

Justice Blackmun, Majority, 
Roe v. Wade 

Collective

“I regret sincerely that I am 
unable to agree with the 

judgment in this case, and that 
I think it my duty to express my 

dissent.”

Justice Holmes, Dissenting, 
Lochner v. New York



Classification Accuracy

Classifier Baseline 
Accuracy

Precision Recall F1

Logistic Regression
(overall)

0.739 0.84 0.84 0.82

Logistic Regression
(monologic)

0.88 0.47 0.61

Logistic Regression
(non-monologic)

0.83 0.97 0.90

DistilBERT
(overall)

0.92 0.92 0.92

DistilBERT (monologic) 0.86 0.82 0.84

DistilBERT (non-monologic) 0.94 0.95 0.95
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our, agree, think, believe, conclude, 
hold, certiorari, my, view, find, dissent, 
granted, me, reverse, decide, am, 
consider, opinion, cannot, affirm, join, 
now,  therefore, reasons, conclusion, 
assume, remand, disagree, cases, 
today, resolve, reject, decision, seems, 
here, constitutional, understand, 
accordingly, need, precedents, accept, 
say, noted, concur, know, holding, 
below, read, turn, persuaded

Words that distinguish the monologic voice

Monologic Voice Non-Monologic Voice

he, his, respondent, petitioner, after, 
shall, their, added, they, her, who, 
ordered, she, during, report, provides, 
person, board, house, company, county, 
committee, service, district, provided, 
year, employees, him, each, 
commission, mr, also, days, 
department, senate, including, plan, 
concurring, union, secretary, property, 
amount, city, paid, corporation, 
quoting, years, amended, argues, 
motion, work



Dissenting and concurring opinions 
have more monologic voice

Majority opinions

Written by one Justice to 
represent the majority; 

voices the 
majority/winning party’s 

rationale
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Majority Per Curiam Dissenting Concurring



Dissenting and concurring opinions 
have more monologic voice

Per curiam opinions

Written anonymously to 
represent the majority

Often short or boilerplate 
(but not always, see Bush v. 

Gore) 
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Majority Per Curiam Dissenting Concurring



Dissenting and concurring opinions 
have more monologic voice

Dissenting opinions

Written by the dissenting 
and minority party; 

usually by an individual 
but may be signed by 

others
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Majority Per Curiam Dissenting Concurring



Dissenting and concurring opinions 
have more monologic voice

Concurring opinions

Written by a Justice who 
voted with the majority 

but for different or 
additional reasons

M
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Majority Per Curiam Dissenting Concurring



Opinion types have different monologic arcs

Dissenting

Majority Per Curiam

Concurring

M
on

ol
og

ic
 R

at
io

Opinion Length

Collective

Individual



Dissenting opinion with the highest predicted monologic voice 
Black, Dissenting, Mishkin v. New York

This Court has held in many cases that the Fourteenth Amendment makes the First applicable to the States. See, for 
illustration, cases collected in my concurring opinion in Speiser v. Randall, 357 U. S. 513, 357 U. S. 530. Consequently, upon 
the same grounds that I dissented from a five-year federal sentence imposed upon Ginzburg in 383 U. S. 383 U.S. 476 for 
sending "obscene" printed matter through the United States mails, I dissent from affirmance of this three-year state sentence 
imposed on Mishkin. Neither in this case nor in Ginzburg have I read the alleged obscene matter. This is because I believe, for 
reasons stated in my dissent in Ginzburg and in many other prior cases, that this Court is without constitutional power to 
censor speech or press regardless of the particular subject discussed. I think the federal judiciary, because it is appointed for 
life, is the most appropriate tribunal that could be selected to interpret the Constitution, and thereby mark the boundaries of 
what government agencies can and cannot do. But because of life tenure, as well as other reasons, the federal judiciary is the 
least appropriate branch of government to take over censorship responsibilities by deciding what pictures and writings people 
throughout the land can be permitted to see and read. When this Court makes particularized rules on what people can see 
and read, it determines which policies are reasonable and right, thereby performing the classical function of legislative bodies 
directly responsible to the people. Accordingly, I wish once more to express my objections to saddling this Court with the 
irksome and inevitably unpopular and unwholesome task of finally deciding by a case-by-case, sight-by-sight personal 
judgment of the members of this Court what pornography (whatever that means) is too hard core for peopleto see or read. If 
censorship of views about sex or any other subject is constitutional, then I am reluctantly compelled to say that I believe the 
tedious, time-consuming and unwelcome responsibility for finally deciding what particular discussions or opinions must be 
suppressed in this country should, for the good of this Court and of the Nation, be vested in some governmental institution or 
institutions other than this Court.



Majority opinion with the highest predicted monologic voice
Mackey v. United States, Majority, Justice White

In United States v. Kahriger, 345 U. S. 22 (1953), a prosecution for failure to register and pay the gambling tax, this Court held that the 
registration requirement and the obligation to pay the gambling tax did not violate the Fifth Amendment. The Court construed the 
privilege as relating "only to past acts, not to future acts that may or may not be committed. . . . Under the registration provisions of the 
wagering tax, appellee is not compelled to confess to acts already committed, he is merely informed by the statute that, in order to engage 
in the business of wagering in the future, he must fulfill certain conditions." 345 U.S. at 345 U. S. 32-33. Lewis v. United States, 348 U. S. 
419 (1955), reaffirmed this construction of the Fifth Amendment. Thirteen years later, we could not agree with what was deemed an 
"excessively narrow" view of the scope of the privilege...  Until Marchetti and Grosso, then, the registration and gambling tax provisions 
had the express approval of this Court; the Fifth Amendment provided no defense to a criminal prosecution for failure to comply... We 
have today reaffirmed the nonretroactivity of decisions overruling prior constructions of the Fourth Amendment...

Guided by our decisions dealing with the retroactivity of new constitutional interpretations of the broad language of the Bill of Rights, we 
agree with the Court of Appeals that Marchetti and Grosso should not have any retroactive effect on Mackey's conviction. Petitioner was 
convicted in strict accordance with then-applicable constitutional norms. Mackey would have a significant claim only if Marchetti and 
Grosso must be given full retroactive sweep. But, in overruling Kahriger and Lewis, the Court's purpose was to provide for a broader 
implementation of the Fifth Amendment privilege a privilege that does not include at its core a concern for improving the reliability of the 
results reached at criminal trials. There is no indication in Marchetti or Grosso that one of the considerations which moved the Court to 
hold that the Congress could not constitutionally compel citizens to register as gamblers and file related tax returns was the probable 
unreliability of such statements once given. 



Effect size:

Vinson →  Warren: -0.16614 

Warren → Burger: 0.25872

Burger → Rehnquist: 0.17169

Rehnquist → Roberts -0.33609
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Words that distinguish the monologic voice in 
collective vs. individual opinions

Dissenting and ConcurringMajority and Per Curiam

my, dissent, me, opinion, am, join, 
majority, justice, respectfully, view, 
believe, seems, dissenting, should, 
concur, agree, mr, write, todays, 
judgment, today, what, why, 
majoritys, understand, separately, 
concurring, constitution, plurality, 
one, if, can, how, brother, even, add, 
constitutional, people, fear, thought, 
views, precedents, than, more, 
opinions, jurisprudence, joined, 
submit, see, continue, understanding

granted, certiorari, hold, conclude, 
whether, noted, consider, appeals, now, 
act, petitioners, resolve, jurisdiction, 
held, turn, under, conflict, reverse, 
district, contention, decline, reject, 
decide, circuit, proceedings, need, 
argument, determine, probable, address, 
claims, petition, concluded, commission, 
respondents, claim, circuits, supra, note, 
question, parties, federal, provisions, 
within, appeal, tax, erred, review, 
employees, further



The balance between the individualistic and 
collective monologic voices maintains the Supreme 
Court’s image as both democratic and cohesive. 



Next Steps

- Relationship with ideology
- Complexity: 

- collective use in dissenting and concurring opinions
- individual use in majority or per curiam

- Public reach and case salience

github.com/rosthalken/supreme-court-rhetoric
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Thank you!



Additional Figures



Non-Monologic Voice Monologic Voice

Words that 
distinguish the 
monologic voice



Words that distinguish 
the monologic voice in 

collective vs. 
individual opinions
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Ideology



The Monologic Voice by Opinion Type



Is the monologic voice just personal pronouns? 

By finding all sentences with any of “we” “I” “us” and “our”:
○ For entire corpus: 95.2% overlap between monologic 

prediction & personal pronouns
○ For monologic predicted sentences: 86.7% overlap 

between monologic prediction & personal pronouns
○ For non-monologic predicted sentences: 96.8% overlap 

between monologic prediction & personal pronouns

What’s happening in the 13.3% mismatch of monologic predictions? 
○ Words like “plurality” and “Court” 
○ If added, overall overlap with all sentences is reduced



Data and Labeling

● Labeling Task #1: Rhetoric
○ 8001 sentences hand-labeled by one coder
○ Sentences from 18 politically salient cases & 48 random cases (66 total); 39 of these labeled in 

order; 29 read in random order 18 politically salient cases and 48 cases randomly drawn from 
the corpus (with 66 total cases read and labeled in full)

● Labeling Task #2: Monologic Voice
○ Labeled 5982 sentences predicted as rhetorical in task #1
○ Labeled same sentences for each type, one at a time





Dissenting and concurring opinions 
have more monologic voice

Majority opinions

Written by one Justice to 
represent the majority; 

voices the 
majority/winning party’s 

rationale
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Monologic voice over court 
years, by category

1946 20201980



Judicial Performance

Goal: Curate an Ideal Judicial Persona

- Various judicial personas
- Individual and Court credibility

Processes:

- Visual: robe, courthouse, gavel
- Oral: oral arguments, confirmation hearings
- Textual: court opinions



Court Opinions

Majority opinions

○ Written by one to represent collective, voicing majority/winning party’s rationale

Dissenting opinions

○ Written by dissenting/losing party

Concurring opinions

○ Written by Justice who voted with majority but for different/additional rationale

Per curiam opinions

○ Anonymous opinion representing majority
○ Often (but not always, see Bush v. Gore) short/boilerplate



Concurring opinion with highest monologic voice 

Bloom v. Illinois, Justice Fortas, Concurring

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/391/194/ 

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/391/194/


Per curiam opinion with highest monologic voice
Per curiam, Zatko v. California 

Last Term, we amended Rule 39 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of the United States to add the following:

"39.8 If satisfied that a petition for a writ of certiorari, jurisdictional statement, or petition for an extraordinary writ, as the case may be, is frivolous or malicious, the Court may deny a motion for leave to proceed in 
forma pauperis."

Because in forma pauperis petitioners lack the financial disincentives—filing fees and attorney's fees—that help to deter other litigants from filing frivolous petitions, we felt such a rule change was necessary to 
provide us some control over the in forma pauperis docket. In ordering the amendment, we sought to discourage frivolous and malicious in forma pauperis filings, "particularly [from] those few persons whose filings 
are repetitive with the obvious effect of burdening the office of the Clerk and other members of the Court staff." In re Amendment to Rule 39, 500 U.S. ----, 111 S.Ct. 1572, 114 L.Ed.2d 15 (1991).

Today, we invoke Rule 39.8 for the first time, and deny in forma pauperis status to petitioners Vladimir Zatko and James L. Martin. We do not do so casually, however. We deny leave to proceed in forma pauperis only 
with respect to two petitioners who have repeatedly abused the integrity of our process through frequent frivolous filings. Over the last 10 years, Zatko has filed 73 petitions in this Court; 34 of those filings have 
come within the last 2 years. Martin has been only slightly less prolific over the same 10-year period and has filed over 45 petitions, 15 of them within the last 2 years. In each of their filings up to this point, we have 
permitted Zatko and Martin to proceed in forma pauperis, and we have denied their petitions without recorded dissent. However, this Court's goal of fairly dispensing justice "is compromised when the Court is forced 
to devote its limited resources to the processing of repetitious and frivolous requests" such as these. In re Sindram, 498 U.S. ----, ----, 111 S.Ct. 596, 597, 112 L.Ed.2d 599 (1991). We conclude that the pattern of 
repetitious filing on the part of Zatko and Martin has resulted in an extreme abuse of the system. In the hope that our action will deter future similar frivolous practices, we deny Zatko and Martin leave to proceed in 
forma pauperis in these cases.

The dissent complains that, by invoking this rule against Zatko and Martin, we appear to ignore our duty to provide equal access to justice for both the rich and the poor. The message we hope to send is quite the 
opposite, however. In order to advance the interests of justice, the Court's general practice is to waive all filing fees and costs for indigent individuals, whether or not the petitions those individuals file are frivolous. 
As the dissent recognizes, for example, well over half of the numerous in forma pauperis petitions filed since the beginning of this Term are best characterized as frivolous. It is important to observe that we have not 
applied Rule 39.8 to those frivolous petitions, although the rule might technically apply to them. Instead, we have denied those petitions in the usual manner, underscoring our commitment to hearing the claims, 
however meritless, of the poor. But "[i]t is vital that the right to file in forma pauperis not be incumbered by those who would abuse the integrity of our process by frivolous filings." In re Amendment to Rule 39, supra, 
111 S.Ct., at 1573. For that reason we take the limited step of censuring two petitioners who are unique—not merely among those who seek to file in forma pauperis, but also among those who have paid the required 
filing fees—because they have repeatedly made totally frivolous demands on the Court's limited resources.

To discourage abusive tactics that actually hinder us from providing equal access to justice for all, we therefore deny leave to proceed in forma pauperis in these cases, pursuant to Rule 39.8. Accordingly, petitioners 
are allowed until November 25, 1991, within which to pay the docketing fee required by Rule 38 and to submit petitions in compliance with Rule 33 of the Rules of this Court. Future similar filings from these 
petitioners will merit additional measures.

It is so ordered.


